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Hoshizaki KM40B Ice Maker - 43kg/24hr / 16kg Storage
Hoshizaki KM-40B ice machine produces up to 33kg of clear crescent ice per day and comes with
a 16kg ice storage bin.

  View Product 

 Code : KM40B

  
 60% OFF   Sale 

£3,526.00

£1,409.99 / exc vat
£1,691.99 / inc vat
 

Select Shipping Method

 - 6-8 Weeks Delivery (Factory order)

 

Notes :
 - Please check door entry sizes before ordering.
 - Delivery is made to kerbside only.
 - Drivers do not unpack or position goods.
 - A 25% restocking charge will apply for all returned goods.

This Hoshizaki KM-40B is a self-contained Crescent
Edge ice maker producing up to 43 kg of high-quality
Crescent Edge Ice per 24 hours, meeting even the
strictest hygiene requirements and suitable for all
operational requirements and kitchen measurements.

 The KM Edge range has an enlarged, bonded evaporator
surface. 

Size
Unit Height Width Depth

Mm 842 452 617

Cm 84.2 45.2 61.7

Inches
(approx)

33 17 24

 Always focusing on operating convenience and food

safety, the air filters are easily accessible from the

front for routine cleaning.

 With intake and outflow positioned at the front, the

KM is ideal for built-in installation opportunities.

 Designed to last and comes with smart design extras

such as the double-sided, stainless steel evaporator,

unique in the industry, produces more ice per cycle

with lower energy consumption and resistance to

descaling acids.

 Compact and makes a perfect fit for small spaces.

 The smart plug-and-play design guarantees an easy

and quick set-up.

Power Type : 642

Power Supply : 613

Material : Stainless Steel

Capacity : 16 Kg
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